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THOMAS CARLYLE
“ON HISTORY” (1830)

• “History, as it lies at the root of all science, is ... the first distinct product of man’s

spiritual nature; his earliest expression of what can be called Thought. It is a looking

both before and after; as, indeed, the coming Time already waits, unseen, yet

definitely shaped, predetermined, and inevitable, in the Time come; and only by the

combination of both is the meaning of either completed” (Critical and

Miscellaneous Essays 244).



WILLIAM GODWIN 
“OF HISTORY AND ROMANCE”

• “But let us suppose that the genuine purpose of history, was to enable us to understand the machine of

society, and to direct it to its best purposes. Even here individual history will perhaps be found in point of

importance to take the lead of general. General history will furnish us with precedents in abundance, will

show us how that which happened in one country has been repeated in another, and may perhaps even

instruct us how that which has occurred in the annals of mankind, may under similar circumstances be

produced again. But, if the energy of our minds should lead us to aspire to something more animated and

noble than dull repetition, if we love the happiness of mankind enough to feel ourselves impelled to

explore new and untrodden paths, we must then not rest contented with considering society in a mass, but

must analyze the materials from which it is composed. It will be necessary for us to scrutinize the nature of

man, before we can pronounce what it is of which social man is capable. Laying aside the generalities of

historical abstraction, we must mark the operation of human passions; must observe the empire of motives

whether grovelling or elevated; and must note the influence that one human being exercises over another,

and the ascendancy of the daring and the wise over the vulgar multitude. It is thus, and thus only, that we

shall be enabled to add, to the knowledge of the past, a sagacity that can penetrate into the depths of

futurity” (in CalebWilliams 362-363).



HELEN MARIA WILLIAMS
PERU (1784): HISTORY AS ROMANCE

“Pizarro Seizing the Inca of Peru,” 1846

John Everett Millais (1829–1896) 



HELEN MARIA WILLIAMS
PERU (1784): HISTORY AS ROMANCE

• “THAT no readers of the following work may entertain expectations respecting it which it

would ill satisfy, it is necessary to acquaint them, that the author has not had the

presumption even to attempt a full, historical narration of the fall of the Peruvian empire.

To describe that important event with accuracy, and to display with clearness and force

the various causes which combined to produce it, would require all the energy of genius,

and the most glowing colours of imagination. Conscious of her utter inability to execute

such a design, she has only aimed at a simple detail of some few incidents that make a

part of that romantic story; where the unparalleled sufferings of an innocent and amiable

people, form the most affecting subjects of true pathos, while their climate, totally unlike

our own, furnishes new and ample materials for poetic description” (Advertisement to

Peru, in Poems, vol. 2, 2nd ed., 1791, 37-38).



HELEN MARIA WILLIAMS
PERU (1784): HISTORY AS ROMANCE*

Nor less, Peruvia, for thy favour’d clime

The virtues rose, unsullied, and sublime:

There melting charity, with ardor warm,

Spread her wide mantle o’er th’ unshelter’d form; (I. 41-44)

*  The quotations from the poem are taken from Paula R. Feldman’s edition Peru and Peruvian Tales 

(Broadview, 2015), which uses the 1786 version of the text. 



HELEN MARIA WILLIAMS
PERU (1784): HISTORY AS ROMANCE

Aghast with fear, she spy’d a flying sail—

The lofty mast impends, the banner waves, 

The ruffled surge th’ incumbent vessel laves;

With eager eye she views her destin’d foe

Lead to her peaceful shores th’ advent’rous prow; (I. 144-148)



HELEN MARIA WILLIAMS
PERU (1784): HISTORY AS ROMANCE

Peruvia! oh delightful land, in vain

The virtues flourish’d on thy beauteous plain;

In vain sweet pleasure there was seen to move,

And wore the smile of peace, the bloom of love; 

For soon shall burst the unrelenting storm,

Rend her soft robe, and crush her tender form:

Peruvia! soon the fatal hour shall rise,

The hour despair shall waste in tears and sighs;

Fame shall record the horrors of thy fate, 

And distant ages weep for ills so great. (I. 127-136)



HELEN MARIA WILLIAMS
PERU (1784): HISTORY AS ROMANCE

“I see, I see my lov’d, my favour’d clime,

Consum’d, and fading in its early prime. 

But not in vain the beauteous realm shall bleed,

Too late shall Europe’s race deplore the deed. (I. 169-172)



HELEN MARIA WILLIAMS
PERU (1784): HISTORY AS ROMANCE

But, lo! where bursting desolation’s night,

A sudden ray of glory cheers my sight; 

From my fond eye the tear of rapture flows,

My heart with pure delight exulting glows: 

A blooming chief of India’s royal race,

Whose soaring soul, its high descent can trace,

The flag of freedom rears on Chili’s  plain, 

And leads to glorious strife his gen’rous train:

And fee Iberia bleeds ! while vict’ry twines

Her fairest blossoms round Peruvia’s shrines; (VI. 319-328)



CHARLOTTE SMITH
BEACHY HEAD (1807): FRAGMENTS OF HISTORY

“The Fleet Off the Coast, Beachy Head,” c. 1790-1805 

Samuel Atkins (1760-1810) 



CHARLOTTE SMITH
BEACHY HEAD (1807): FRAGMENTS OF HISTORY

• “As a poem that is fascinated with nationalist and natural histories, Beachy Head

dramatizes an impasse in Romantic historiography created by the presence of two

historiographical models. The first is the large, supervisory project often

characterized as the grand march of history. The second emphasizes a narrative

description of minutiae roughly akin to the Annales project in modern French

historiography, which examines records for a single place or group over a few years

…”(Kelley,“Romantic Histories” 287).



CHARLOTTE SMITH
BEACHY HEAD (1807): FRAGMENTS OF HISTORY

Contemplation here,

High on her throne of rock, aloof may sit,

And bid recording Memory unfold

Her scroll voluminous—. . . (117-120)



CHARLOTTE SMITH
BEACHY HEAD (1807): FRAGMENTS OF HISTORY

But let not modern Gallia form from hence

Presumptuous hopes, that ever thou again,

Queen of the isles! shalt crouch to foreign arms.

The enervate sons of Italy may yield;

And the Iberian, all his trophies torn

And wrapp’d in Superstition’s monkish weed,

May shelter his abasement, and put on

Degrading fetters. Never, never thou! (143-47).



CHARLOTTE SMITH
BEACHY HEAD (1807): FRAGMENTS OF HISTORY

Where the mail’d legions, under Claudius, rear’d,

The rampire, or excavated fossé delved;

What time the huge unwieldy Elephant

Auxiliary reluctant, hither led,

From Afric’s forest glooms and tawny sands, . . . (410-414)



CHARLOTTE SMITH
BEACHY HEAD (1807): FRAGMENTS OF HISTORY

Hither, Ambition, come!

Come and behold the nothingness of all

For which you carry thro’ the oppressed Earth,

War, and its train of horrors—see where tread

The innumerous hoofs of flocks above the works

By which the warrior sought to register

His glory, and immortalize his name[.]—

The pirate Dane, who from his circular camp

Bore in destructive robbery, fire and sword

Down thro’ the vale, sleeps unremember’d here;

And here, beneath the green sward, rests alike

The savage native, who his acorn meal

Shar’d with the herds, that ranged the pathless woods;

And the centurion, who on these wide hills

Encamping, planted the Imperial Eagle.

All, with the lapse of Time, have passed away, . . . (419-434)
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